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€hannel MO!:pholoiO': Channel cross sections at gaged sites were constructed using

the actual discharge measurements made by the U.S.G.S. field personnel during their

routine gagings. The bed elevations for each increment ofchannel width were determined

by subtracting the measured flow depth from the gage height. Gaging measurements were

usually restricted to the channel and generally were not made during the high flows that

would innundate a floodplain. For this reason, the gaging station sites were surveyed to

include the full width of the floodplain as well as the channel. Using the data from the field

surveys and the discharge measurements. the configuration of flow over the channel and

floodplain could be reconstructed for flood conditions. At the ungaged sites, the writer had

conducted cross section and sediment surveys the year prior to the occurrence of the flood.

The longitudinal profile was surveyed at each gage site for which no slope-area

measurements existed. The average slope for the reach was determined by the line best fit

by eye through point measurements ofwater surface or channel bed elevation. Although it

is only an approximation of the true energy slope. the average water surface or bed slope

was all that was available for many computational purposes.

Sediment: The size ofsediment comprising the channel bed. banks or terraces was

determined by grid or bulk sampling. For very coarse sediments (cobbles and boulders).

the size distribution was determined using the grid-by number sampling method of Wolman

(1954). For sand and gravel mixtures. the coarse fraction was sieved and weighed in the

field, and a split portion of the fmer fraction was retained and sieved in the laboratory.

At each site visited by this author. the intermediate or b-axes of the 5 largest particles

moved by the flood were also measured. Panicle movement at these sites was indicated by

the presence of moss and algae on the undersides of displaced boulders or cobbles. A1

other sites, where the channel scoured or filled appreciably. all the particles comprising the

bed would have moved. and therefore, the decision as to whether a particle moved was not

subjective. In those cases whe~ sediment size data was taken from previously published

reportS. often the size of only the single largest particle moved was reported.

i £

CHAPTER m
- FLOOD FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

When does a flood represent an unusual hydrologic event? Floods may be the result of

several different precipitation and·runoff processes, but how does one evaluate the hydro

logic significance ofa flood? Statistically, floods are the high-end members of the entire

population of flows observed on a stream and thus the significance of the event can be

considered in relation to some normative value, say 3D average flood, or in terms of its

probability ofoccurring within a specified time span. This chapter focuses on a statistical

analysis of floods with the intent ofdefining, as accurately as possible, both the magnitude

and return period of the events. A technique for construct-ing regional flood frequency

curves is presented as an alternative to single site frequency analysis, and this is followed

by a discussion ofspecific attributes of flood frequency curves in relation to climate and

drainage basin characteristics. Oearly, the flood event must fust be placed in the proper

hydrologic perspective before its geomorphic significance can be fully evaluated.

3,1 Flood Discharge

The discharges ofvery large floods are rarely measured directly. The difficulty of

making accurate streamflow measurements during a flood can easily be envisioned, and the

estimates of the peak flow are usually determined indirectly, after the flood waters have

receded. A1 gaging stations, the peak flow is often estimated by extending the stage

discharge relation to the maximum gage height observed during the flood and adjusting this

value with the discharge estimated.by the "slope-area method" (Dalrymple and Benson,

1967). Peak discharges at ungaged locations are commonly determined by the slope-area

method along with estimates derived from regional rainfall-runoffmodels or multivariate

relations of the type presented by Kirchel and otbetS (1985),
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Figure 3.4. Dimensionless flood frequency curves for the 6 study regions.
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For example, in Colorado. a tOO-year flood on a Foothills stream may be lo-times larger

than the mean annual flood while the lOO-ycar flood on an Alpine stream may not be even

twice the mean annual flood. Assuming that the morphology of a river reflects its past

history of strcamflows, both large and small, then an event that is many times larger than

an event that occurs on the average may lead to more significant geomorphic changes.

A more subtle point to be made about the flood frequency curves (Fig. 3.4) concerns

their shape. For a skew of 0, the log-transformed values of the cumulative distnbution

function (CDF) plot as a straight line; a positive skew results in a concave CDF and nega

tive skew results in a convex CDF. Skewness can also be interpretted as representing the

boundedness of the flood frequency distribution. The snowmelt-fed streams in the Alpine

Region of Colorado have negative skews and the flood frequency curve for this region

becomes assymptotic at a return period of about 2ao-years (Fig. 3.4). This indicates an

upper limit to the flood frequency distribution that can be interpretted in a physical sense,

i.e., the amount of snow that melts in a day is limited at the upper end by the temperature

and amount of daylight. Conversely, the strong positive skew of the Colorado Foothills

streams indicates a lower bound representing dry years in which the annual maximum flow

would hardly be considered a flood.

The median of the dimensionless site curves were taken as the regional flood frequency

curves, and these curves are most distinguished by their different slopes (Fig. 3.4); Recall

that the slope of a'iine plotted on probability paper indicates the standard deviation of the

frequency distribution. and the steeper the slope of the cumulative frequency curve, the

wider the spread in the data. The very different slopes of the flood frequency curves

indicate flood magnitudes vary in each region. Floods on streams draining the Colorado

Foothills are highly variable, while streams draining the high country or Alpine Region of

the Colorado Front Range do not have highly variable flood frequency regimes. Rivers

draining nonhem California have flood frequency regimes with intermediate variability.

The important point to draw from Figure 3.4 is that the floods that occur in any of these

regions can be expressed in terms of a magnitude relative to Qmae. the mean annual flood.
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However, it would be an oversimplification to interpret these results as an indication that

physiography plays no role in runoff characteristics or that the discharge of a rare flood

depends solely on the intensity and volume of rainfall (Benson, 1964). Qearly. the areal

distribution and intensity of precipitation playa large role in the generation of floods but

this result is of no surprise.

The foregoing analysis is perhaps most limited by the scale at which the physiographic

characteristics of drainage basins can be adequately described. Freeze (1980) modeled

runoff processes at the hilllsope scale and demonstrated that, whether the product of

infiltration excess (Horton, 1933) or saturation excess (Dunne. 1978). runoff is very

sensitive to the spatially varying hydraulic conductivity of the soil. as defined by both its

porosity and moisture content. Freeze showed that simulated runoff volumes had a higher

standard deviation, i.e.were more variable, when generated from a billslope with homo

genous properties than when generated from a hillslope with heterogeneous properties.

Thus, "a homogenous billslope propagates the full range of climatic variability to the

streamflow peaks. whereas a heterogeneous hillslope acts in a certain sense as an

attenuating medium" (Freeze. 1980. p. 405).

At the scale of the present study, the importance of rock type and its influence on soil

characteristics could not be adquately assessed and it was assumed that, although undoubt

edly important, lithology exerted leSs of an influence on runoff than did climate. Previous

workers have found significant relations between bedrock lithology, basin morphometry

and runoff (Hadley and Schumm, 1961) but, generally the rock type and its influence on

soil characteristics can be usefully described only in a qualitative sense. Most of the basins

considered here are underlain by crystalline rocks. with the exception of tbe California

Coast Ranges which are underlain by weakly to moderately-indurated sedimentary and

metamorphic rocks~ On the basis of Freeze's comments, it might be inferred that these

rock types, although homogenous in a large-scale sense. are sufficiently hetc:rogeneous to

eventually dominate ruooff production from a basin.
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3.6 Semmary

For geomorphic purposes. the magnitude of a flood may be best expressed as the ratio

of the flood discharge to that of a flood expected to occur on average, i.e. the mean annual

flood. This definition was arrived at through a regional flood frequency analysis that

demonstrated widely different flood characteristics in each of the regions considered in this

study. In semi-arid regions such as the Foothills of the Colorado Front Range, streamflow

is highly variable and the lOO-year flood may be 100times larger than the mean annual

flood. Peale flows on the snowmelt-fed streams draining the Alpine Region of the

CAlorado Front Range have a relatively narrow range of discharge and the loo-year flood

is not even twice the mean annual flood. Streams in mountainous areas of California have

flood frequency distri-butions with intermediate variability and the l(J().year flood is

several-times larger than the mean annual flood.

Attempts to relate the flood frequency characteristics of these regions to drainage basin

morphometry were unsuccessful. It was suggested that in many environments, transient

runoffprocess.are responsible for the eventual translation ofprecipitation into a flood peak

and that these runoff processes may not manifest themselves as part of the channel network

of the drainage basin. Further. drainage basin cha~cteristics do not appear to provide

large-scale evidence for the geomorpbic importance of high magnitude, low-frequency

events as was hoped.

The flood characteristics of the regions considered in this study appear to be most

related to climatic factors and scale effects. Flood variability decreases with precipitation

amount and intensity but increases as precipitation becomes less seasonally and more

event-distributed. The spatial distnbution of precipitation and runoff also have an influence

on the flood characteristics f . H"gh1' " " .c.:o a region. I y IDtense but localized precipitation results in

a I"poor y mtegrated drainage basin response that rapidly attenuates downstream. Spatially-

d" "b!Strl uted runoff. such as occurs during large-scale frontal storms and seasonal snowmelt,

results in floods that attenuate slowly or not at all with increasing drainage area.
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The average bed shear stress is given by:
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where R is the hydraulic radius, S is the slope of the energy gradient and y is the specific

weight of water. In practice, the mean depth is often used in place ofR, the water surface

slope is used as an approximation for ~ and y is 9,810 N/m3 for flows with low sediment

concentrations. A quantity that is closely related to shear stress and one that is also used in

sediment transport problems is unit stream power 0), defined by Bagnold (1966) as:

where V is the average flow velocity. Values for 't; and 0) are given in Table 4.1.

It is easily shown that where the combined effects of~ R and V are optimized, 0) will

reach a maximum (Bull, 1979). The empirical results of Graf (1983) and Baker and CAsta

(1987) indicate that 0) is maximized in drainage basins ofbetween 10 and 100 km2• In

FtgUre 4.2, the calculated values of unit stream power at each of the 2S flood sites are

compared with tbe envelope curve ofBaker and Costa (1987) that defines the upper limits

ofunit stream power for a given drainage area. Many of these sites fall within the optimum

size range, but because the unit flood discharges were not exceptional, the stream powers

developed were much less than those used to define the limiting curve.

The force that a flow exerts on the channel bed and banks is resisted by the structural

properties of the perimeter sediments. In gravelly rivers. the noncohcsive sediment mix

tures that comprise the channel bed derive their strength from the weight and imbrication of

the particles on the bed. The force required to overcome the resistance of the particles is,

therefore. related to their size and is expressed by the dimensionless shear stress, T":

where Ys is the specific weight oCthe sediment (assumed to be about 26,000 N/m3) andD

is the diameter of grains in size fraction i. The critical shear stress Tc required to initiate
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Figure 4.1. Relation between drainage area and flood discharge for the 25 sites
examined in this study and the envelope curve for tbe largest floods
in the conterminous United States (after Costa, 1987).

Figure 4.2. Relation between drainage area and unit stream power for th~ 25 sites.
examined in this study. The envelope curve defmes the maximum umt
stream power in rivers of different size (after Baker and Costa, 1987)
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Figure 4.3. Relation between the maximum shear stress and the size of the
largest p:,,"icles that were moved at each of the 2S flood sites.
Most potnts represent the average value of measurements on
the 5 largest parti~les that moved; in a few cases, only the size
of the larg~t panicle moved,was recorded. The diagonal lines
represent mmunu~ and max~mum.shear stresses required for
movement of p~rylcles.of a ~lVen sIZe (after Williams, 1983).
Values of the cnucal dimensionless shear stress at these limits
are also shown.
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movement of sediment in size fraction i is represented by the critical dimensionless shear

stress T"ci where the subscript c denotes the critical condition. The relation between shear

force and particle size is the basis for initial motion criteria, sediment transpon formulae,

the evaluation of streamflow competence and the paleological reconstruction of flood

discharges. At each of the 2S study sites, the largest panicles moved by the floods were

measured directly in the field or determined indirectly from sediment size data found in

published reports. These data are presented in Table 4.1 along with data for other size

fractions determined in the field by point or bulk sampling of the bed material.

The size of the largest panicles moved at these sites ranges from 100 to over 1600 mm.

lD Figure 4.3, the size of the largest panicles moved is compared with the maximum shear

stress generated by the flood. Also shown on Figure 4.3 are limiting lines presented by

Williams (1983) that derme a zone of potential movement for a given particle size and shear

stress. The lower line dermes the minimum shear stress required to initiate particle motion,

and corresponds closely to a critical dimensionless shear stress T"c ,of 0.01. The upper

line defines the maximum shear stress for which particle motion did not occur. The data

from the 2S sites plot within the zone of potential movement dermed by Williams (1983).

However, the data span the full width of this zone and in many cases, the maximum shear

stress generated by these floods moved panicles far smaller than could have moved or, put

another way, the minimum shear stress required to move the largest particles was often

exceeded. The reasons for this are many and will be discussed later in this chapter.

In summary, the floods considered in this study were nol, in most cases, exceptional in

terms of their unit discharge or in terms of the unit stream power or shear stress developed.

These t100ds were competent to move boulder-sized bed material. but in many cases, the

available shear stress was in excess of the minimum required to initiate motion of larger

panicles. Nonetheless, spectacular geomorphic changes took place at some of these sites,

the complex reasons for which are explored in the next section.
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due to erosion of unconsolidated sand and gravel bank materials. The sinuosity of rivers

is clear testimony of their ability to erode their banks and it is likely that in many cases, the

shear stress required to erode either the cohesive fine-grained sediments or non-cohesive

gravels that comprise channel banks are exceeded only during large floods.

Because alluvial rivers have many "degrees of freedom", unique solutions to their

geometry are indeterminate (Maddock, 1970; Hey, 1978). The flood-induced changes that

occur at channel cross sections are therefore related to any number of factors working alone

or in conson with each other. The combined effects of discharge, channel gradient, sedi

ment size and channeVvalley morphology are summarized in Figure 4.7. The ordinate is

represented by an "index of flood power" aj • derived from:
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Qr' Qmar .. reach slope

5 largest particles moved

where Qr' Q
maf

is the ratio of the flood discharge to that of the mean annual flood as deter

mined from the regional flood frequency curves presented earlier (Fig. 3.4). and the reach

slope and average size of the 5 largest panicles moved are as measured in the field. This

variable represents a ratio of the forces generated by the flood relative to the resistance of

the bed material. The abscissa (ratio of valley to channel width) represents the importance

ofdifferent valley and channel configurations.

The channel reaches that experienced erosion, deposition or no change roughly cluster

into groups (Fig. 4.7). The erosion group had either very high values of {2j or relatively

wide valley floors. The two sites with the highest values of aj are high gradient tributaries

of the Big Thompson River that scoured deeply during the 1976 flood. At these sites, the

mean annual flood was greatly exceeded and the flood was easily able to overcome the

resistance of the boulder-sized bed material in the channel. The three sites with relatively

wide valley floors and moderate gradients are Sierra Nevada streams that are still filled with

sand and gravel-sized sediment that was deposited during
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Boulder and cobble-bed streams bave gradients ihat commonly exceed 1% and rough

ness elements that are of ihe same scale as the flow depth. Flow resistance in ihese C03ISC

bed rivers is dominated by the form drag and spill resistance induced by large-scale rough

ness elements (Bathurst, 1982). Defming the amount flow resistance in this type of river is

further exacerbated ifsediment loads are high and bed forms are present. During a flood, it

is very likely ihat sediment loads will be high and the expectation ihat ihe total shear stress

or flow resistance can be represented by that due solely to grains becomes suspect.

The problem of flow resistance on streams with high gradients and high sediment loads

was investigated further by comparing the data of this study wiih previously published data

obtained from rivers wiih both static and mobile beds. Several investigators (Umerinos,

1970; Leopold, et al., 1964) have developed resistance relations of ihe general form:

The empirical relations of Leopold and others (1964) and Umerinos (1970) are similar in

form and relate the total flow resistance to the mean flow depth, d or hydraulic radius

R and D84 as the characteristic sediment size. The equation of Leopold and oihers is:

where u is the flow velocity. u. is the shear velocity (u. =o/gRs), / is the flow resistance

computed from the Darcy-Weisbach relation (f =8gRstv2), y is ihe height above the bed,

ks is the equivalent sand grain roughness, and c and k are constants. ~uation 4.8 is the

well known Prandtl-von Karmeo relation for the vertical distribution ofstream velocity.

FIgure 4.10. Flow resisl8llce and relative smoothness relatiollS for (A) sialic beds and (B) mobile beds.
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(4.8)

(4.10)

110//.. 1.0+ 203 log (dlDtUJ

1tVt = I.l6+ 20310g (RID84J

ulu. = 1/0/, = c + k log (ylkS>

and Limerinos:

These relations were developed for channels with static beds and relative smoothness

values (RID84J of greater than 1.0. The relations defined by equations 4.9 and 4.10 plot as

virtually the same curve (Fig. 4.10A), and indicate that the total resistance offered by the

grains decreases with flow depth. Thus, for a given grain size. a deep flow encounters a
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5.1 Study Sites

This analysis incorporaleS data from seven USGS gaging stations on rivers draining

mountainous terrain in nonhern California (Fig. 5.2). These rivers have moderatly bigh

gradients and gravel- to boulder-sized bed material (Table 5.1). The climate of nonhern

California is strongly seasonal with the majority of rainfall and runoff occurring between

the months of October and May. Floods in tbis region are produced from sustained frontal

storms that may generate precipitation with intensities ofover 400 mm in 24 hours and may

cause significant melting of the mountain snowpack. The l()()..year flood may exceed the

mean annual flood on the rivers considered here by a factor of 3 to 6 times (Chapter 3).

Table 5.1. Summary data for magnitudelfiequency analysis of selected rivets in caIifornia

Site SwionlD DA(kml) ~lope DSO(mm) ~(ml/$) QCb (ml/$) Te<Yr>

Merced R.(1) 112645 469 0.0200 253 NlA >200 >75

N. YubaR. 114130 648 0.0100 42 2BO 4SO 11.0

Indian Cr. 115215 311 0.Q073 66 90 150 2.2 ....
Butte Cr. ll3900 381 0.0050 48 127 170 3.4 ••-+
1l'inilyR. 115232 386 0.0050 n 85 2SO 5.8

Smitb R. 115325 1577 0.0027 45 N/A 1440 1.70

VanDuzenR. 114785 575 0.0025 35 850 280 1.16

(1): slope and sedimem ~ize data were taken from LimeriDo~ (1970).
N/A: a distinct bankfull elevation was not discernible or nol available.

5.2 PJ"OCedure
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The procedure employed in the magnitude and frequency analysis is straightforward.

The frequency distribution of flows is determined from tbe discharge records of the gaging

station. Included in the USGS computerized retrieval system, WATSTORE is an output

file tabulating the frequency of mean daily flows in each of 34 discharge classes. The pro

po~ion of flows falling in a class is simply their frequency divided by the total-number of

days in the period of record. The frequency distribution is often expressed as a cumulative

curve representing the duration of time that the flow is equalled or exceeded.

100 • .....

Figure 5.2. Location of sileS used in magnitude/frequency analysis. Sites are
keyed to information given in Table 5.1
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In this chapter, the topic of channel recovery will be addressed in terms of changes in

sediment transport and cross section morphology with the focus primarily on the spatially

and temporally varying processes ofchannel degradation following large sediment inputs.

The process ofchannel recovery is first illustrated with pertinent data on sediment transport

and channel changes on Fall River in Rocky Mountain National Park. Colorado, and is

then extended to longer time periods (- 100 years) with data from rivers draining the

hydraulic gold-mining distriCtS of the central Sierra Nevada. California. The chapter

concludes with the presentation of a generalized model describing recovery in a fluvial

system in terms ofspatially and temporally varying rates ofsediment transport.

6,1 Recovery Processes on fall River Following tbe Lawn Lake 000d

The Lawn Lake flood occurred on July 15, 1982 as the result of failure of an BO-year

old c:anhfill dam in Rocky Mountain National Park. This flood, though not a natural event,

had the characteristics of a flash flood and peak discharges were estimated to be 2- to 30

times larger than the SOO-year flood (Jarrett and Costa, 1986). The flood severely eroded

the valley of Roaring River to its confluence with Fall River in Horseshoe Park where it

deposited a large alluvial fan (Fig. 6.1). Downstream of the alluvial fan, the 4 km reach of

Fall River through Horseshoe Park was left virtually unchanged because the flood was of

short duration, the flow was dispersed over a very wide and low-gradient valley floor, and

because the channel was proteCted from erosion by coarse bed material. and heavily vege

tated banks (Pitlick and Thome, 1987). Further details of the flood, its geomorphic

effectS, and the sedimentology of the alluvial fan are available in the reports by Jarrett and

Costa (1986) and Blair (1987).

The unique field settings of the Roaring River alluvial fan and the Horseshoe Park

reaches of Fall River have provided outstanding opportunities to examine the processes of

recovery in gravel-bed streams. Geomorphic studies in Horseshoe Park were initiated by

this author in March. 1983. and were carried on through the 1987 summer field season.
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Table 6.1 Summary of Hydrologic Data for Fall River in Horsesboe Park

(I) determined from the annual maximum series ofmean daily discbarges
(2) mean annual flood

HydrolollY: Roaring River and Fall River are snowmelt-fed streams that drain moun

tainous, alpine and subalpine terrain. These basins receive about 700 mm of precipitation

annually. most ofwhicb falls as snow between the months ofOctober and May above an

elevation of about 2500 m.a.s.L The annual hydrograpb of Fall River is dominated by

snowmelt runoff that typically peaks in mid-June. The peak flows of Fall River are like

most alpine streams of the Colorado Front Range in that they are not highly variable and

they rarely exceed the mean annual flood by more than a factor of 2 (Chapter 3).

A synthetic bydrologic record for Fall River in Horsesboe Park was constructed from

the data obtained from tbe temporary gage at the U.S. Highway 34 bridge and from the 38

year record of the gaging station in Estes Park. During the 5-year study period, Fall River

has experienced a typical range in snowmelt generated floWS; runoffvolumes were about

equal to the long term average in 3 of the 5 years, well above average in 1983. and well

below average in 1987 (Table 6.1). It is significant to note that the bighest flows recorded

within the 5-year study period occurred in 1983. the year immediately following tbe Lawn

Lake flood. Many of the geomorpbic cbanges that bave occurred on Fall River since the

Lawn Lake flood can be attributed to the fact that bankfull flows and high sediment trans

pon rates persisted for nearly a month during the 1983 snowmelt runoff period.

6.31 26 2 4 18

7.46 20 1 3 10
9.94 10

10.79
12.16
12.66

Mean Daily Number of days flow equalled or exceeded iIi year
Discbarge
(m3/sec) 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

1.50
utZ'J
5.0
10
2S
SO

Return
Period (1)

Because the Lawn Lake flood occurred in mid-summer. and well after the peak in snow

melt runoff. there were few modifications of Fall River in Horseshoe Park prior to the

Spring of 1983 when the site was chosen for field slUdies. The changes observed during

the past 5 years can therefore be related to a well defmed baseline. The area is also located

within a National Park and human modifications of the flood deposits or the channel of Fall

River have been minimal, and will most likely be maintained as they are. The accessibility

and the natural setting of the field area has thus provided an opportunity to document the

post-flood geomorphic response of a meandering river at a level ofdetail, that to this

author's knowledge. is unprecedented in the United States.

Methods: The geomorphic response of Fall River has been monitored in Hotseshoe

Park using information from aerial and ground photographs. an array of channel cross

sections, and an extensive set of water discharge and bed load measurements from sites on

Roaring River and Fall River. Over 80 channel cross sections have been established

between the Fall River-Roaring River confluence and the downstream end of Horseshoe

Park (Fig. 6.1). Most of these cross sections were established in the first two years of the

slUdy and have been surveyed several times during each of the subsequent snowmelt

periods. Selected cross sections have been used to monitor changes in bed material texture.

A continuously-operating water stage recorder was installed on the U.S. Highway 34

bridge where it crosses Fall River (Fig. 6.1). The record from this site has been used to

construct synthetic flood frequency and flow duration curves for Fall River using data from

a U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Gaging Station 10 kID downstream in the town of Estes

Parlt. Water discharge and sediment load measurements have been made during the

snowmelt periods at I site on Roaring River and 3 sites on Fall River. Suspended load

measurements have been made using depth integrating samplers: bed load has been

measured with portable Helley-Smith samplers. These data and the results of related work

are available in a series of published and unpublished manuscripts by this author. A brief

summary of this work is given below.
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Figure 6.S. Changes in bed elevation through time at cross sections located from
(A) the upstream to (B) the downstream parts of the storage zone.
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known but recovery bas proceeded more slowly than upstream, and appears to be reaching

the asymptote ofno change in bed elevation after about 5 years (Fig. 6.5 b). The recovcry

ofbed elevations is proceeding at yet slower rates in distal reaches of the storage zone (Fig.

6.Sc), and full recovery of prc-l983 bed elevations may be several years or a decade hence.

Downstream progressive trends ofchannel recovery appear to be common in rivers

subjected to large and sudden sediment inputs in their headwater rcaches. Similar trends

have been reported for rivers in northwestern California (Kelsey, 1980; Madej, 1984),

rivers draining Mt. St. Helens (Paine, 1985). and large, gravel-bed braided rivers in New

Zealand (Griffiths, 1979; Beschta, 1983) and New Guinea (pickup, et aI., 1983). The

results of these studies and the Fall River study would appear to conlradict Wolman and

Gerson's hypothesis that recovery rates are scale dependent, and specifically, that the

downstream reaches of rivers should recover more rapidly from catastrophic events than

would headwater reaches. However, Wolman and Gerson, in forming this hypothesis,

were likely considering oo1y the flood-induced changes brought about by the river itself

and not those changes that arc due to large inputsofsediment from landslides or other

sources marginal to the channel To be complete, the concept ofchannel recovery must

therefore, also include the effects of large sediment inputs to headwater channels, which the

above results show, is propagated through the river system at rates that depend on (1) the

magnitude of the initial penurbation, (2) the rate at which sediment is supplied from up

stream, and (3) the frequency of flows that are capable of moving sediment in subsequent

years. Recovery may be very rapid (decades) in the proximal reaches of a river innundated

with fine-grained sediment that is mobile over a wide range of discharges but much slower

(centuries) in the: distal reaches ofa rivercontinually subjected to higIrsediment input from

upstreanL The concept ofchannel recovery as related to spatially and temporally varying

sediment transpon rates is explored at a larger scale in the next section through an analysis

ofdegradation in rivers draining the Sierra Nevada that were innundated with sand and

gravel tailings from the hydrualic gold mines of the California Mother Lode.
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- a maximum in about, i940 and~~IU;ed relatively rapidly thereafter. Incision rilles at the

~OSilCS fart~~,r\d0YJnStream did:~ot reach theirpealc until several decades later and appear

t~ ~ d~linirtiiftb~Y'~~ declining ;;all. at sl~wer rates tban ~t the siteupslream:'

, "', Th~ downstr~-progf~~~ trend in de~adation of the mining waste has~n "

"'~~:inpther'~treapispftbe,Sierra N~ac13 foothills (\V"tldman, 1981)~d,~ very

',S~I~;~~~~enddeicribed~~;FaI1River in thepreceedingSection. O~ F~ll lover. sites

~th~ theu~~ pan of the sediment storage zo~e rea~bcd ~ peak in degradation vrf.ry ,

: ~IY,intheirreCov~ry~riod and sites furthe,r downstream were slower tO~pond. Th~}~
" Sl~~ 'of ~;Si~~'~;vada tiav~ r~poo~~~ the dis~1 ~f mining w&stein similar

'fashion. The recovery ofproxmllli channel reaches haS bcCn rapid while recovery of distal

", ",~~h~has onlyr~iltly .bCgu~.'Rapid rCcovery~tI!e prOxiIilal reachesoftbi: Sierra

Nevada streams is c:tilianp:d by their Sleep sloPe and because supply of sediment from. ,. . '~

, uPSt.r:eam sources hasd~inished., Dis,tal reaches of these strcamshave lower channel '

, ':gradieritS; ,and te,cov~ryiSslow~fbeca'~ of the Col1tiniiedmfiux 6rSedim~t frOm. ..' .' , . .

upstream. Funher;these headwater streams are conflJled within re.latively narrow valleys ,

'a~d ior~agivendischarge, can~ptin1~ str~power and sediment tr3nspori; in their distal'",

rifac~~. ;hese chari~eISflowover~road, iow:grndieot vai;ey floors that d~'petse flow., ,
. "I'~' • - " , , : . . ~ ""

overamuch broader area and thl;rebyreduce the efficiency ~f ~iment ~port.

,,',', 6.t iAGen;rnlMOdel rQ[Beco~en oistriamS;,:jtb High Sestimentlmds, '

": ,dannelreCov:ry, wti~th~;'e~~ressed int~rms of sediment transpo~ ch~ges in bed

~l~~t.i<in: or ~e ~9j~1I1l~lIt of ch~nel morphology cannot be a~uatelyWcssed without

'" ""a'~o~l#Ige;O!'l~~~equencY~~d,.ri~gi1ittideof hydr()logfce";enls. 'Inth~stftion, a model
I.:' , .' ..1·'.... " , , :, • '. ' ,

for channel reco~eryis developed by considering the frequency of hydrologic evenlS and

,tbespatiaIlY:depen~a~t flllx ofsediment as discussed abo've. The analysis uses data from, '

s~iha'tl1;ave~n uiriimd~ted :,.;ith sedhIlent iD thcii,b~d~aters andha~e subsequently

,bCiili 'd~~dirig. but i~ eOuldalsObe applied to streams that have been scoured and are now

,jDlbe;p~ pf,flIHng. 'lJ1ea~alys~ has,poIC~Jial"ly,si~ificant impli~atip~ for'Slug!~ o,f '
":'('.~;""':-,:.,:'.:'>::\<":!>' "'I:', .. ':,. ',",' .,!··::'~:',··,',r\>'._."'"'''''' ','<';::":' '<,' ',". t~""':' ,,""'" ,":::"
the fluvial respOnse to high sediment loads thilt reSults from tectonism or climate change.

" '
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The prccecding,discussionS ofdegradation on Fall River and on the Sierra Nevada

s~illus~te th~t recovery rateS depend p~rtIy on ~ow ~uently flows occur that are
: ' "" \",' ,'_;';':':l.:' ,'. t' 'i" "',.:.,' .,', 'H, '.'" ,';,'"" •

'comPetent to move sediment. Assessing the frequency of Sedilnerit tranSport events would

be 'a straightforward task on ri~ers with ~~tin~~ ~iment and water discharge records.

. b~~ ~.~.~ s~~Jack t¥S ~pf~~~a,tion.~d gageTecordsrarelys~an the fu.U I~~gth

OfdJerecovcry~riod.In the mor~ co~~n~where few data arc available, the hydro- .
.' ., '\ ' .. i· • , .". ," ._

.'logic and sediment transport characteristicS of ar~verings~must be derived indirect-
·t·, ,,' " __ ,,: • ,"""'" .' ','\ • ,." .' ,< . ' •

, ly,~th the~ofPriiXy,hY~I~gic rcco~chaJid~~piri~1 ~imerittranSPort relations. The '

folloWing anal~is makeS use:ofindirect methods and applies thtm to FalI River. the Sierra

Ne~ada streams and several sites in the Redwood Creek Basin, northwestem California:
.' "', ' . ;

, ," , ,'" . " " '.., :." , I"

Atea(;\i of theses sites, there is sUfflcientdatato describe when these degrading streams. " ~ ", . ..' ,

reached a certain stage In their recovery. .,,'
.. ' ,

, :Long.term hydrologic r~~,were con.sthJcteli for the ungaged siteS uSing data from
·'to.,,' .' ,.1 \,' ,,'., .':i,(':';: ", .'. : "\ ,., "',. ',"

nckby gaginifstatio~on ri";eri'?~iniriS basins with similar hydrcilogiccharacteristics; Of

the data that are available from a gage record, the flo~ duration cur.;e, which expresses ~e

pert:e~tagC of tithe that flows withi~ sPecified disCharge clilicS are equalll:a or exceeded, is '

particUlarly u.seful in !/tis analysis. The flow duratiOli curves from th~~aged sites were

first Converted to dimensionless fonn by div"lding the f1~ws in e£ch diScharg~ Class by the

",1Ii~:~~~fflbOd. The nritidimenSion~i fl6w durati~n eUrV~6{the tmeestations that

we~~ as ~~xies for die uriga~siti:s~re, given in Figure 6.9.

, .;Td:~ th~ non:.:pm;ensioD~1 flbw durati~~~~rveat the ungaged sites then required that

thc:~~~' ~~;:flC:lodbc ~o~: Nolt~of these sites are g:g~bowever~so the mean

annual flood was estimated with a regional regression equation that allows for computation

,,of the T.year flOOcJ from' dunate ~nd dr~inage'basin charact~~tics (Wa~~i:n and Crippen•.

,.1977).~e mean annual flood ~llS ta~n as ;~e 2·year flood Cri~~ut~frotn this relation
.": " .' "1' ',:, ",,';' ..' . .,' ' .,' .•••

and'the dimensionless flow dUration cut've was then.be used to determine the percentage of
, :;,:. "rf,:,,:~,';i((,~-:,I;'\ ::,~<; :~:,;l,'i~'<)" ~""'l' :'/':~:'" I>' <',:,~/,~'" ~:,'\: '.'~: ..).',"', ,-:,. '.-, ,J "" ,,;'.":i!,·;~:':,",:,''',\;\\,:' 'I ,~'",>/'".': -':" ,.,', ,,', L,'''::" :,

.tiirt~~it'iflo~>6f';~itth:inaghiitid~:~~~ti~i~ 6ri~iCeedi(f~l~ach oHh~ JilgagedsiteS..
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In terms of the procesSes of channel recovery, the flows of interest are, of course,

those that exceed the critical discbarge for sediment transport. A number of empirical

relatiollS are available for estimating the critical conditions for sediment movement but the

Noo-dimensional flow duration curves used for determining the
frequency of competent flows on (A) Fall River, (B) the Sierra
Nevada streams, and (C) the tributaries of Redwood Creek.

Percentage of Time Flow Equalled or Exceeded

equation of Scholditseh (Bathurst, et aI., 1987) was best suited for this analysis because it

does not require that a critical depth or a critical velocity be specified as in tractive force

formulae. For a given diScharge and channel width, the critical depth cannot be explicity

defined witbout knowing tbe flow velocity, or vice versa. so tbat the unique solution of a

tractive force equation is not possible. At the ungaged sites, the only component of dis

charge that could specified with any accuracy was the channel width. The SchokJitseb

equation defInes the critical condition in terms of unit discharge, (i.e. depth x velocity) and

by estimating the channel width from the cross section surveys, this equation could then be

used to estimate the discharge required to move sediment of a given size on a given slope.

The size of sediment available at the time when the bed was at a particular elevation was

determined from samples of terrace sediments, and the reach slope was assumed to be the

same as that of the present channel. At each site, the Scholditseh equation was used in this

way to compute the discharge required to move the median grain size during each of the

time intervals defIned by the ages of the upper and lower terrace surfaces or bed elevations.

The data used to compute degradation rates, and the number of days that the critical dis

charge was exceeded during specified time intervals are listed for each site in Table 6.2.

This analysis makes use ofsome data with low resolution and several assumptions that

are probably oversimplifIed. For example, the ages of the terraces along tbe Sierra Nevada

streams are probably accurate to within no less than a decade because the trees that were

used to date these surfaces probably did not get established until well after the surface was

abandoned. The growth of vegetation on these surfaces is slow because the terrace

sediments are well drained and are probably nutrient-poor. Another problem involves the

choice of width in computing discharges because as these channels incised, their widths

decreased significantly. In this analysis, the channel width during an interval of incision

was taken as the average of the initial and final widths as defIned by breaks in slope on the

0.120'080911 911
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drainage basw have thin. rocky soils and abundant bed;rock ex~ures. Although runoff

is rapid and relief ishigh~ hillslopes irilhis region are not bighlystiscCptible to erosion and

do .Dotbaveflnetextured drainage networks because they are comprised ofbedrock and

coarse-grainedsoils. In the humid enviroIlfDents of northen California, much ofthe rain

fall may be routed to channels as subsurface storm flow because soils are relatively

permeable. 'As a re~lUlt of this process. precipitation C;U; be very intense in this tegion. but

flOod peaks may,not be extraordinarily bigh. Transient runoff process (variable source

areas, after Dunne, 1978). may also contribute to the flood characteristics in northern

California. .These runoff processes involve little surficial erosion however. and may not

manifest themselves as part of the channel network. Thus in humid, high relief environ

ments. like'those of northern California. drainage basin characteristics may provide limited

~vidence for the geomorphic .\mportanceof rare hydrologic events.

Floods in the regions studied here appearto;bear litttle or no r~lalion to the morpho

metric characteristics of drainage basins. In the ~mi~arid Foothills Region of Colorado.
. " .!, .

7,1 Flood FrecwenciY CharacteriStics

floodS are the result of hydrologi<: processes that vary in scale and intensity d~pending

on the climatic characteristicS ofa region.: flOodS that occur in climatic regimes where

p~ipitation and runoff is.widely distributed o~er time and sp~ce are not large relative to

"normal" hydrologic events. Thus, peak flows oil the snoWmelt-fed streams draining the

Alpine Re~on of the Colorado Front lUnge fall within a~arro~range ofd~harges and .

.the 100-year flood is less than twice the mean annual flood (Fig. 3.4). However. the

localizednalure,of precipitation in semi~arid regions such as the Foothills oithe Colorado

Front Range results in highly variable stieamnow and a 1oo-year flood may be 10-times .

larger than the mean annual flood (Fig. 3:4). Precipitation in the mountainous areas of

California may also bC.very intense bili runoff is slower and more spatially-distributed so

that floods hay,emagnitudes intermediate to those produced by snowmelt or thunderstorms.
. .

.. ;'

(3) toexamine the rela\ionship betweel1 the frequency ofcoarse sediment transport and
':,~ I''', :n .','. ,',' /"", " ',,':, <', ," " . . .

the morphology of high gradient,streams arid,

(1) to CO~ider the floOd frequency charact~~ti~ of different'climatic regimes.

(4) t~ address cha'Dnel recovery processes following large floods or sediment inputs.

(2) t.o asseSs the geomorphic effects that floods have on co~rse-bed streams and to

.dete':Dine what factors were most important in eXPlain~g the response.

.The river;; examined are primarily high-gradient, coarse-bed streams draining small to
, ",)' ,:,' , """, '. " ,"

intermediate size basins « 1.000 km2) in mountainous areas of Colo~do and northern

~lJorrii,~~·These study regio~repres~nt a wide spectrum ofclimatic regimes wlie~e
, " ' ,~ . , .

.. f1C>OdS.are',generaiedbY loc~lized lllildei'storms; large-sl:l\le frontal storms: and snowmelt

.runoff·· The results Of.the study are briefly summarized below.
::,I,ll"'< 'I' ,\:":~:\",,, '~:"'" ;,~'""":"! ,A; " ".' :'~

;'1\'

.. '.CHAPTE:aVD

"S:tJ:M¥ARy AND CONCLUS.~,6NS

1IJat~mpti(lgt9.bring ,t~geth~~\dliLa and ~bseryat.~qOs. ~o.m mllIlydiffe~nt rivers, this

st'.Idy iepreSenlS!a:signific~;d~p~~e~om PtCvi~usl~~\~f~h ~ flood StIOinor-
, :''', ,~, ••; , ":,,'. "':,,' ,::",:',"\ ""',' ":';: : ':: ::" I ' .~. -', " '" .-;, -, "I" " .:!' .;":' . '. ',h ..

phology. This~iudY'.~tl:ic,ftiSt to quantitat~velyintegrate a large number of hydrologic and

g~l,ogii:fact(,rs thifinflu~nce theg~morphic ~ffecti~en~ of large floods. The effort is

.by ~q ~einseXhaus~i~e".but itaddi~ th~, i~IJOrtanq: of rare floods in the context of

theirex~en~ of m~re freque?t~ydmlOgicevents.' aswell is their ability to overcome

the. resistance offered by arivers ~o,rplioi~gy and perime~~~iments. To restate, the
, '.'" .:;" "','., .: . ',.-::. ,

. speCific objectives of this siudy were: .
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7.4 (jiomorPbic Resoven From the E!f~tS of Floods
.. " , .

,Rivers lliatl1a~e been affecu:ltbylargefloodS and ~fusttopliil:Sediment inputs ~ver
" 1 • t, . ,. . , .

,.~t ,nites that vary,depe:ndiniipil t~,e,freqUency of co~pe:terit floWS and the locationof the site'

telati:ve to,acii~i:1 sedurieot So'tir~areaS.' ,~eresults of exietisivefi~ldineastirementson
, .' . ' .

",fall Ri'y'e~ follpwi,ngt~e 1982J.a~,Lake fllX)dirl R~1cy Mo,~~~ NationalPark indicate

th~t th~,~i;ia;ly'hi~'~imeot lo~dS iInhe I!PS~eani ~eai:hes~f FaliRiv~rd~liJiednearly,to

, ~8~~k~,l!n~,leV~;~ ~},~;~,rs, ~i~.'q,.3.):The ~~e~~a,~,~ ~ime~t 'intheseprO~imal ,

X,~i9~~,~~,q!!if~Y r,;~'ov~ and, tra~portep u;> d~ta,l te~cb~ o(th~ st!Jdy ,area w~ere it ,
,- ~" " ..,' '.' ' :." . .' ..

, ,has ~~:conveyed at~l!ch~16weuates. Fall River'disCharge,s ~recompetent to move,this
. - '" - .

sand-sized,sediment much of ,the time; but, because of the reducedslope:, it moves at slower
• " .,","'" ", ",,' 'J, ' .,' •

, rates and t~e, return ,to pre-flood, ClJnditions in the ~ownstre3~reaches has been delayed.'
" • ' " • '-', ~>.., ' ": ,.'. ." • • ,".' •

Streams it! theSielTa, N~:vada have responded to, the deposition o.fby~uHc mining ,
, "I ' ." • '. ' • ' ,'.'''' ' " " , " ' 1 '. ',' ' " i,' " : .~",', ' :" "', ...'

',Vaste in,tb~ir,:aUey boUOIIIS in ways that are s~.ila~ to Fall River.,;,S~~ th~ ,lateJ800's,
" " ',. , ... ' , ", ..' ",

these streams hav.e inciSed inia, the mining debris, at rateS that decreaSe~in the downstream',"."" '\' '~~(>'" ': ",: ·f '";''' '>::' .'" ,! ',' :.'\"~,,, ';, "',' '::: ,"" "," , ,

direction. Te~-of-meters of mine tail~gs have been eroded frOm ,the headwater reaches of
,.1,--: '. ". , '~'" , ",'-:, "',),'.. <'.,', :, ",. "

~tbese:str~~lI1S a~d theyare !lOw"fl~wing on}heir fonner, beds. Incision was rapid in head-
.: .. > ',\!', I" ,',';'>" '~: ,": . ' " , . ,
~aterre~ches because ihesupplyof sediment fromupstreamdiminished Soan after mining

sfu~p~~ndDowsl~atwer~i~m~~;~nt i~';riov~ the ~ining de~~ ~ed frequently ,
, ' "'1'./ .. '" ,\: '" ,;": . , ".' ,:' . i, c' ' , ,

thereafter (Fig. 6.8). The mine tailings have been eroded more slowly from distal reaches
.' ", ,",':. 1\

'becauSe of i:oiltinued~imenisupply from upStream. beca~ the: doWn-valley incre~ in
.. '" :' :")i, ", ,,'. "; II : ',";.,', ,.:,,', ',' , ";;, :.': ", " " ',' , '," ',' '. "

, width allows Jor sedimeni siorage. arid because the channel slope is lower thereby reducing

the efficienc~ o(Sedim~nl tr~riSp~rt. '1berefore. at any given location, a river will r~:Ver

fiomtheeffccts of a fl~odor a I~rge Sedime~t input at rates that will vary depe:nding on (1)
, , '

the magnitude ofthe initial pentlrb~tio~. (2) the rate at which sediment is suppiied from

uPstrcaJli; (3) the sedimeiii st~ragi:p6tential Of the reach. and (4}the frequency of flo~s in

" sUbsequeiltyearSthat are conipeierit to move the available seditrient(Fig. 6;11).
, ,; .. " ,

,.. ", 'i~ ,I
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, "7.5. Sumaia"

The flood-in.duW:! geomorPhic responses o~riveci are'partly expl~inedbyl~ge-scale

,faCtors ofbasin size,:relief; climate.geology. a~d vege~don. This study has verified the' '

impOrtant effectS of seale and climate as~n;pbasizedby Baker (1977) and Wolman and

Gerson (1978)., More importantly, the results of this study can be used to set approximate '.

limits for vVhere, the effeciS of scale and climate are most important for understanding flood

magnitUd~, th~ geomorphic changes brought about by floods, and the post-flood recovery

" ~ PrOcesses., Theeffccts ofscale,~ be explorCl;i through the variables of drainage basin

area, channel sl~pe, and sediment size, while the effectsof c1im.~tecan be!=xplored through

"variaoles.thataccouDt for the amoun\, aDd~real d~tributioD of runoff. The combined,

, iOteractiott,of these factors are ,discussed below with the ~id of Figure 7.1.

,High magnitude floods (say thoscthat,exceed the mean annual floQ(j by a factor of 5 or .'
"" ""',, " " , " ,""., j, ,. ' b'" '_, ,

more) occur in smaller drainage basins, a~d \his et'f~of~l~ is~ost important in slltl?at~

,whe,~single rainfaUev~ntspr04uce m~~e th~nl\bout)O%of th~. totalannual precipitati~n",
.,'The~l distribution and intensity pf rainfall are less, impot1Snt in basins m~ch large,r than

, a~~; l.~ ~;(Fig.7.1~), beeaus~at~at scale. 'h;droIOgiC procesSes arfauenuated. '
~.' ,.' " ,,--.' '. '" ~, "

The geomorphic responses to floods are also climate- and sc.1le:depe:ndent (Fig. 7.1 b):

Oimate controls the'amountof runoff and the degree of weathering or sediment availability;

channel slope and sediment size are scalar variables that influence the ratio between driving ,

and ~ist~g forces. High-gradient streams that drain small bas.ins may withstand erosion,
'" !. ,,,.,,. , ',' ,.'."- " ,", • " ,

by all but the larges; floods because their beds are very coarse. and because more easily-
, ' ,

eroded sediment is available only in discontinuous floodplains and terraces. This may be

particularly tl::':-: in arid climates where slower weathering rates and shallow soils limit the

availability ofsediment which, in more tempe:rate climates, provides the potential for a

more c:3t3Slrophic g~morphic resPonse. These conclusions are at odds with those of

Bakcr(I~77) and WOlmim andGerson (1978) who pe:rhaps plac:i:d more emphasis ali the

,. controls JIlat climate exerted on noed magnitude than on sediment availability.
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